






























































Place the start tile down in the middle of the table 
between all players.

Shuffle the deck and deal out 5 cards to each player, 
players take turns clockwise, the player who most 
resembles a worm goes first (or just randomize it).

During each turn, the active player first draws a card from 
the tapeworm deck, then plays a card from their hand that
matches the color of any open segment on the table. if the 
card played doesn't end or change color, that player may
attach another card to the previous card and repeat this 
process until they place a card that ends the color 
sequence or they run out of cards of that color to play.

Example:

Player one places a red curve card 
alongside the red open slot to the 
right of the start card, then places 
a red head ( hatch card ) on top, this 
ends his sequence (since he can no 
longer place any red cards onto his 
sequence) and he ends his turn.



Player 2 places a pink straight card to the left of the 
start card and then a pink/black curved card. Since his 
sequence ends so does his turn. 

Player 3 has a hand full of pink cards and one white head, 
since there is only a white and black slot open to place 
cards he can only place his white head card to the right 
of the start card and ends his turn.

The first player to have no cards in hand at the end of 
their turn wins!



DIG: 
draw a card from the tapeworm deck, then discard a card 

SWAP: 
choose a player and look at their hand. you may take a card 
from it, if you do give them a card from your hand.

Note: you can not cut a segment that is part of a Ringworm (see Ringworm) only a 
segment that when severed can be completely detached with a single cut.

Wild: these segments can be played as if they are segments of any color. Once 
played, they assume the color of the segment they are attached to.

CARD EFFECTS

PEEK: 
draw a card, then put a card from your hand on the top of 
the deck.

HATCH: 
force another player to draw a card from the tapeworm deck.

CUT: 
sever a worm segment in play matching the color of the cut 
card, then discard all cards attached to the severed segment. 



ADVANCED MECHANICS

RINGWORM:

If at anytime a player completes a fully connected 
ring, they may discard 2 cards. 

ADDITIONAL RULES:

You can not place open ends of cards against other cards 
unless they connect correctly. The following pics show 

incorrect placement of cards. 

You can not place cards that would fall off the edges of the table.



Ability Cards: Ability Cards can be added to the game once 
everyone has had a good amount of experience with the 
game and are ready to add new and advanced gameplay to 
each session.

When playing the ability cards, shuffle them together and 
deal out one card to each player without looking at the 
cards. Each player plays with that ability face up and may 
use the bonus abilities given by said cards.

ADVANCED RULES

Q: when i play a SWAP card and steal a card from another players 
hand then give them one of my own, can i give them back the card i 
stole?
A: yes, since the card is in your hand you can give it back to them. 

Q: when i play a PEEK card and draw a card, can i put the card i 
drew back on top of the deck?
A: yes, since the card is in your hand you can choose to place it 
back on the deck as part of PEEKs mechanic. 
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Q: Can if i play a card with multiple colors, can i continue playing cards off of any color 
segment?
A: no, once you play a card you can only play off of that cards initial color, once that color 
ends and becomes another color you can no longer play cards off of it. 

Q: can i tell or show other players cards in my hands, give info about what cards i know other 
people have in their hands, or are on the top of the deck?
A: if you want, you can also lie for all i care :) information and how you share it is all part of 
your own strategy and totally legal as long as you aren't looking at other players cards 
without 
permission. 

Q: what happens when all end of the tapeworm are closed off and the only way to keep playing 
is to have a cut?
A: if the game has no legal ways to play a card outside of a cut, and the current player doesn't 
have a cut card to play, the game ends and the person to play the last card is the winner. 

Q: Can i play a CUT in the middle of my turn?
A: Yes, as long as the CUT card matches the color of the segment you are playing off of.

Q: Can a CUT card be played at the end of a segment?
A: No, you can only play a CUT on an area where two segments touch.

Q: can i play off of a rainbow segment as if it was a segment of any color?
A: no once a rainbow segment is played it assumes the color of the card its attached to.

Q: if i start by playing a rainbow segment off of red can i play a different color than red after 
the rainbow segment?
A: no once a rainbow segment is played it assumes the color of the card its attached to.

Q: when adding in ability cards it appears that 4 of the cards (greg, minkus, petunia & boris) are 
more low power than others is this intentional?
A: yes and no, originally there were only 4 ability cards, the ones in question, and the more 
crazy ability cards came later. If the power imbalance feels off, feel free to remove those 4 
cards from advanced play.
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